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ABSTRACT
An important part of Inany algorithms that convert digital inlages of machine-'printed
text into their ASCII equivalent is information about fonts. This paper presents an algorithm
for identifying the font in which a document is printed. The algorithm matches word-level
infonnation gathered from the document image to fonts in an image database. This method
is more robust in the presence of noise than font recognition algorithms that use characterlevel information. Clusters of frequent function words (such as the, of, and, a, and to) are
constructed from an input document image. The dusters are then matched to a database of
function words derived from dOCUTIlent ilIlag~~L9>nd thedocume:nt thaJ_matches~hes:t __provides__
theTdentification-ofth~~-i~p~t~iont. This technique utilizes the context froln many words in an
input document to overcome noise. Advantages of the proposed algorithnl include its use as
a preprocessing step for a text recognition algorithm - the problem is essentially reduced to a
single-font process. Also, later rendering of a recognized document in its original font is made
possible. Experimental results are presented that show near-perfect recognition of fonts, even
in noisy doculnents.

1

Introduction

An important part of nlany algorithms that convert digital images of machine-printed text
into their ASCII equivalent is information about fonts. Often this infornlation is embedded in
those algorithms by training them on most of the fonts they will encounter in practice [3]. An
alternative is to alI ow for the interactive learning of new fonts at run-time [6]. A disadvantage
of such nlethods is that they nlay need to be trained on hundreds or thousands of fonts. Also,
their recognition performance may degrade as more fonts are added to their training base.
An alternative to training the recognition technique on many fonts is to employ a preprocessing step that detects the font. Then the training data (feature descriptions, etc.) about
only that font would be used during recognition. This would reduce the confusion caused by
training on many fonts and would effectively reduce the recognition problem to choosing the
correct class fromone font rather than from many fonts.
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One method for detecting the font in which a document is written is to match the individual
character images to a large font database. The font of the identified characters provides the
desired information. A disadvantage of such a technique is that it only uses visual information
from isolated characters and is thus sen~itive to noise that is commonly present in photocopies
and facsimiles.
This paper proposes an algorithm for font detection that uses contextual information
from approximately 30 percent of the word images in a document to identify the font. This
method utilizes the redundancy within and between words to compensate for noise that would
be detrimental to the performance of techniques that use isolated characters.
The algorithnl proposed in this paper is an extension of an earlier technique for the recognition of function words [4]. This Inethod locates clusters of equivalent word images within a
document and uses cluster characteristics to locate and recognize the function words (Le., words
such as the, oj, and, a, and to). Also, an improved prototype (cluster center) that represents
each cluster is calculated.
The met hnd proposed here Inatches the cluster prototypes to a database of function words
in various fonts. The database is determined from a collection of document images that have
been segmented into isolated words. Each doculnent contributes a unique set of function word
images. Thus the font identification problem is reduced to identifying the docunlent in the
database that contains the font which is most visually similar to the input. Images of the
~. --··~-individualchal'acters in thedo.cuments .are also stored .for subsequent use by .other. re_cQgnitio II
algori thms.
The rest of this paper discusses the proposed algorithm. The steps of the approach are
presented including the clustering algorithm and the image matching technique. Also, experimental results are discussed that show the usefulness of the method on a database of scanned
journal pages. This is followed by a presentation of conclusions and future directions.

2

Algorithm

Figure 1 shows the various steps in the font and function word identification algorithm, which
are described in the following sections.

2.1

Word Image Clustering

Following page segmentation, word images from the document are used by a clustering algorithm [4] which iteratively creates groups of equivalent word images. In the ideal case, a number
of unique clusters are produced, each containing all the occurrences of a given word in the document. No recognition is performed at this stage, since only clusters of equivalent words are
sought.
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Figure 1: The major components of the algorithm

To determine the equivalency of word image pairs, a word autocorrelation measure [4] was
used. Two word images are aligned, and their exclusive-or (xor) computed. Simply counting
the number of pixels in the xor image may give an indication of (non- )equivalency of two word
images. However, in high-noise situations a more robust method is needed. For this purpose
a Euclidean distance map is generated for the xor image by replacing each black pixel with its
distance to the closest white pixel [2]. By constructing the distance map of the xor iInages,
meaningful blobs are distinguished froIn differences due to random noise, since the values in
the distance nlap for a blob are higher than for random noise pixels. A scalar value, cOInputed
from the distance map of the xor image constitutes the distance between the two images, and is
matched against a threshold for the pair to determine equivalency. This threshold is normalized
for each pair based on image size.

Prototype Generation

The performance if many recognition algorithms is dinlinished by the presence of touching
and broken characters. One of the advantages of clustering equivalent word images is that a
recognition algorithm is provided with several copies of the same word. Using multiple examples,
a prototype is generated for the word that yields better recognition performance than would
be possible with any of the original (degraded) word images. A technique for generating such
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prototypes [4] is used in this work.
Equivalent word images are first aligned on their estimated baselines, and used to construct
the corresponding prototype image as follows. Each pixel position in the prototype image is
assigned the proportion of times that pixel is black in the clustered set of images. The result
is a grey-scale prototype image, where the darkest regions represent the areas of the word with
the highest probability of being black. By binarizing the image using a normalized threshold, a
relatively clean prototype image is constructed.

2.2

Font Identification

Figure 2 shows the algorithm used to identify the font of a given document. Clusters of equivalent
word images are constructed using the nlethod described in the previous section. The clusters
containing the ten most frequent function words are located using the frequency and length of
the words contained in each cluster. The "the" cluster is then identified from the set of frequent
function word clusters. A reduced set of candidate fonts is located after the wholistic lllatching
of the "the" prototype to the images in the font base.
Each font Pi in the initial font set is whollistically lnatched to every function word prototype in the initial font set. Each successful match carries a score which indicates how well
the two word inlages matched - a lower score means a closer lnatch. Each font is ranked based
on the cumulative score of all such comparisons. T1ieforitwith-tlie16wesT-~c6fe(best(5Verall
match) is chosen as the correct font for the document, unless the score is too low.
The details of the various components of the algorithm are given below.

Locating "the"
Some frequent function words possess strong and consistent linguistic characteristics. -One
example is "the", which is used more frequently than any other word in written English [5].
This fact, and other statistical analyses, have shown that it is possible to identify instances of
"the" in a document image without the need for explicit recognition or font information.
A measure which can be used effectively involves function-word-pair statistics. Some function words, such as "the", are not only very frequent, they also appear frequently in function
word pairs. Table 1 shows some statistics which illustrate this phenomenon. 1 For each of the
top 20 most frequent words, the word's frequency is shown, followed by the number of the occurrences of the word which are preceded by another function word in the set. As shown by
the word-pair counts, the word "the" is preceded by the highest number of function words. The
next highest function-word-pair frequency is that of the word "a". However, any confusion with
"the" is avoided by cOlnparison of the absolute frequencies of the two words as well as their
lThese numbers were obtained from a large section (150,000 words) of the Brown Corpus, a large, on-line
body of English text [5].
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GetToplO (in: alLclusters; out: top_clus.1ist)
Get'the'Clus (in: top_clusJist; out: 'the' _clus)
GetFontList (in: fonLlib, 'the' _clus ; .out: fonLset)
for e?-ch font Fi in /onLset do
hits ~ misses ~ ratio_sum ~ 0
f.or each cluster Cj in top_clusJist do
GetPrototype (in: Cj ; out: prototype_image)
Autocorrelation (in: prototype_irnage, Fi_images ; .o"ut: distance, threshold)
if distance < threshold then
hits ~ hits + 1
ratio_sum ~ ratio_sum + (distance/threshold)
else
misses ~ misses + 1
end if
end for
scoreSi ~ hits X (hits - ratio_sum - rnisses)
end f.or
SortF.onts (in: scores, fonLset ; ,Qut: best_matching_font , b)
if scoreSb 2:: T then
Output (besLmatching_font)

else---- ,,'

AddNewFontEntry (in: /onLsetb)
end if

Figure 2: Font identification algorithm

physical size.
A similar analysis is performed on the frequent function~ word clusters to locate the "the"
cluster without direct recognition. For each cluster C, of the top N function word clusters
(say, N = 20), a count is kept of the number of words from the other N -- 1 clusters which
precede a word in C. The cluster which possesses the highest function-word.,pair frequency is
then identified as the "the" cluster. Experimental results have shown that the ~'the" cluster can
be located with high accuracy using this technique.

Font Filtering

To increase efficiency, a pre-identification filtering step is used to constrain the set of candidate
fonts. This is done using the visual information from the identified "the" cluster, namely the
cluster prototype. Each "the" image in the font set is compared to the "the" cluster prototype
using the word autocorrelation method. Those fonts which contain matching "the" images, are
chosen for the final candidate set. That is, if the distance between the font and clus~er images
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word
the
of
and
to
a
in
that
is
he
was

no.

no. pair

10570
6267
4411
4108
3406
3356
1929
1776
1539
1449

5116
88
37
267
1590
240
241
497
239
466

ratio (%)

48.40
1.40
0.83
6.50
46.68
7.15
12.49
27.98
15.53
30.78
--

word
his
it
for
as
with
I
be
on
not
by

no.

no. pair

ratio (%)

1439
1346
1272
1244
1089
844
833
825
825
817

675
238
62
64
48
128
334
33
220
45

46.91
17.68
4.87
5.14
4.41
15.17
40.10
4.00
26.67
5.51

'--.

Table 1: Word pair statistics for the top 20 function words

is less than the normalized threshold for the pair, the font is placed in the candidate set. The
idea is that if a satisfactory word-level match is achieved for a word which has already been
identified, the given font is a good candidate for Inore detailed analysis.

Ranking the Fonts
In the last step in the process, prototypes from all of the frequent function word clusters are
used to rank the fonts in the font subset chosen by the above process. The grading scheme for
the fonts in the reduced font set is as follows. Each match (a "hit") between a function word
prototype from the document and a function word in one of the fonts produces a "score". T4is
score is given by the ratio of the actual autocorrelation distance between the two word images to
the normalized threshold for the pair. Therefore, a low ratio signifies a close match. By adding
the individual scores, a measure of how closely the function words matched the font is obtained.
A count of the number of non-hits ("misses") is also kept and used in the calculation of the
overall score (goodness) for a given font. A non-hit occurs when a function word prototype
from the document does not match any words in the set of function words in a given font. The
equation below shows how the calculation of the overall font score is performed:
h

(1)

S = h(h - I:ri- m)
i=l

where h is the number of hits, ri is the distance-to-threshold ratio for the
number of misses for the current font.

ith

hit, and m is the

The output font is identified by ranking the reduced set of fonts based on their score, and
picking the best-ranked font.
An example of the results of folit identification is shown in figure 3. The prototypes for the
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Figure 3: An example of the font identification results

fivemorrfreqlrentfunctionwordsfrom a journa1-articleareshow~n~ on the top-line. 'The rn:atching
function word inlages from the five fonts in the reduced font set are shown on the other lines in
the figure. The table is sorted by the overall score of the fonts. That is, the top-ranked font for
the document is IE. Inspection of the rest of the images shows that the other proposed fonts
are also very similar to the correct one. However, the score for the correct font is much higher
that that of the rest. This illustrates the ability of the proposed algorithm to detect such subtle
differences among fonts. This also demonstrate the power of using visual context versus using
individual characters.

3
3.1

Results
Experimental Environment

In order to fully test the font identification algorithm, a database of 30 journal articles from 28
unique sources was created. Each article contains several pages, each of which was photocopied,
scanned and binarized. The text blocks were located, and word images extracted.

3.2

Font Identification Performance

The proposed algorithm was tested on ten of the articles in the database. The word clusters for
the first few pages of each article were used as training data, while the rest of the article was
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used as test data. In one case, no training was necessary, since a different article from the same
source (IEEE Expert magazine) was already in the database. The font library also contains
entries generated using 30 PostScript fonts in nine point-sizes (8 pt. to 16 pt.).
Table 2 shows the results from the font identification algorithm. Several components of
the results are listed, all relating to the testing portion of each of the ten articles. The first
column of the table displays the article name (an abbreviation of its source) and the font name
associated with that article. The second column shows the performance of the function word
location step (Le., the number of frequent function words in the top 10 clusters of short words).
The third column contains the number of fonts in the reduced candidate set. The average score
of these fonts is given in the fourth column, while the fifth column shows the name and the
score for the top-ranked font.
For example, in the article identified by "CACM", nine of the ten potential function word
clusters were actually function words; seven fonts were proposed by the initial font filtering step;
the average font match score of these fonts was 7.8, and the top-ranked font anlong them, which
is the correct font (CM), had a score of 52.7. The results illustrate the accuracy of the font
identification algorithm.
Of particular interest are the results for the article named "IEEE-Expert2'" This article
was used as test data only, since the correct font entry for it was already created using another
article fr()m IEEE Expert. That is, the font images and the observed function word images were
extracted from two different articles, published in different years. The font for this article was
also identified correctly. In fact, in every case, at least eight of the ten frequent function word
clusters were located, and the correct font was identified, with a high score, frorn among the
reduced set of fonts.
article

(font)
BusinessSoc (B S)
CACM (CM)
CVGIP (CV)
Discover (DV)
IEEE-Expert (IE)
IEEE-Expert2 (I E)
Plant Cell (PC)
PR (PR)
ScientificAnl (SA)
SpaceRocket (S R)
AVG

no. func.
words
10
9
10
10
10
10
9
8
9
9
9.4

no. init.
fonts
2
7
5
5
4
5
5
6
7
7
,5.3

avg.
score
33.8
7.8
:3.5
0.1
11.9
7.7
-0.8
10.4
3.9
12.4
10.7

identified
font (score)

BS (75.4)
CM (52.7)
CV (54.9)
DV (52.1)
IE (51.3)
IE (31.4)
PC (52.3)
PR (34.7)
SA (53.9)
SR (.52.0)
-

(51.1)

Table 2: Font identification results for original images
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4

Conclusions and Future Directions

An algorithm for font detection in document images was presented that effectively utilizes word
and language-level contextual information to recognize the font in which a document is printed.
Such a capability is useful for improving the performance of text recognition algorithms that
require font-specific training. It also presents the possibility of constructing a font base which
does not require direct recognition or human input. Experimental results on a database of
journal articles showed that the proposed technique has a high accuracy and reliability.
Currently, the document image database used for these experiments is being expanded.
Future work will include testing of the proposed technique on degraded data to determine its
reliability. Also, the ability of the algorithm to automatically learn the font database will be
tested.
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